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Robyn Williams: Do you play a musical instrument? If you 
do [suppose you take it for granted that it helps to hear the noise 
you make. Some of the audience, on the other hand, especially if 
the perfonne:rs are someone e\",,'s adorable children, have been 

known to pray for deafness to escape the ordeal. But frankly, do 
you need good hearing to be a good musician? That sounds like a 
daft question, but it isn'\. Donald Woolford is an acoustics 
engineer and found tlu:re is a difference between the hearing you 
need to perform music as opposed to what you rely on for other 

work. And when you think about it, there are many examples of 
supreme musicians whose ears worked hardly at all. And Donald 
Woolford is a musician himself. 

Donald 'WOolford: Many of us know of Scottish born Evelyn 
Glennie, world famous percussionist, and perhaps seen her 
perform. Evelyn Glennie, who started to lose her hearing at age 8, 
was quite deaf from early teens. She has performed widely in the 
UK, also in Europe, North America, Japan and Australia. Her 
autobiography, 'Good Vibrations', is a story of great 
determination. Even though thc namre of percussion lends itself 
to touch, sight and vibration perception as feedback in 
performance, determination aud innate musicianship must have 
contributed to her magnificem achievements. 

One of the attributes of musicianship is the ability to 
transcend the purely physical aspccts and structure of music. 
Most of Ull can distinguish between jnst a teclmical performance 
and atruly musical oran even magical one that enters the spirit of 
the music. Another attribute of musicianship is the ability to play 
together with others, artistically.But some reliable auditory 
feedbuck is nece"sary for mu..iciuns who pluy pilch producing 
instruments, to prodnce and monitor their own music output, as 
well as listen and adjust to other IIIStruments. On:hestral players 
of such as strings, woodwind and brass instruments regulate their 
music with auditory feedback to control pitch, loudness, timbre 
and ensemble, together with applying acquired technical, mu..ical 
and cognitive skills. Sight is also a very important factor. 

Recent research into musician" in major orchestras has 
revealed thai a 1argcr than expectcdproportion of players have 
acquired some sort of hearing changes due to a wide variety of 
causes, to include presbyacnsis or ageing of hearing. It may seem 
surprising that those affected perform well and presumably stress 
free. Indeed the mlJSical function of hearing 10 conjunction with 
all the other elemcnts of music performance among these 
musicians appears unaltered. One conc1u.~ion we may postulate is 
the robustnese ofmllsica1 hearing. Another, that musicians make 
the most of residual hearing because of their highly developed 
auditory skills, and is supported by an investigation into 

frequeney discrimination of complex sounds by Drs Murray 
Spiegel and Steve Watson in 1984. Members of the St Louis 
Symphony On:hestra performed better initially in these tests 
compared to non-musicians. Nevertheless the non.musicians 
caught up with and even out-performed the professional players 
in purely discrimination testing, but only after extensive and 
directed !mining over a period. In the book 'Music and the Brain; 
Studies in the Neurology of Music', J.D. Hood reported that 
Smetana at the age of 56, totally deaf, performed Chopin's 

Nocturne in B and his own Polka in A Minor. A contemporary 
wrote of his performance as towering above all other Planists. 
Hood also reported Beethoven's attempt to conduct 'Fidelio' in 

1822, whichhas disastrouscollSequences because of his deafness. 
But deafness appeared not to inhibit B""thoven's composition. 
Vaughan Williams W"dS reported as having presbyacusic deafness 
in his later years, but contirrued te conduct successfnlly Wltil his 
85th year, even though he was UIlSure of orchestral balance and 
had to consnlt with Sir John Bamiro!1i and Sir Adrian Boult in 
conducting recordings of his own works, since he could not bear 

high tenes of some instruments 

DrBame Morley, neurologist ofQueellSland, summarised the 
main contemporary views. For example, there appears to be a 
right brain hemisphere dominance for music execution, that 

music talent invo1ve different brain fUllctiOllS. Dr Oscar Marin of 
Portland, Oregon, in Diana Deutsch's book 'The Psychology of 
Music', mentions documented cases of aphasia among 
professioIlaI or amateur musicians in whom musical abilities were 
not noticeably affected. There thus appear to he diverse brain 
functions formusic facnlty. Research into mn~icians' hearing has 
fOWldatiou in the advent of rock mUllic, and published papers dale 
back to the 1960s. Later work has looked at the hearing of 
orchestral and other"t)'pe:l of musicians and alliliencc to establish 
the effect of the music upon hcaring. For example, in the Swiss 

Romande Orehestra, Rabinowitz found that 22 out of 11 0 players 
had changed hearing levels presumed due to the mlL~ic alone. Ors 
A1fAxelsson and Frederik Lindgren of Sweden li.ted 42% of 
players in two Swedish orchestres as having pure-tone thresholds 
worse than expected for age. Although intense mUllie was a 
suggested diagnosis of 36% of these players, other diagnoses 
included disease, gunfire, heredity, injury, presbyacusis and 

previOUll noisy job. Somc players had up to three different 
diagnoses. It is significant that many causes of changed hearing 
levels from other than intense music were identified. Also 
apparent from these and other studies, is the wide variation in 
susceptibility for hearing loss resnlting from intense sOWld 
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The medical assessment of hearing is directed to establish 
type, extent and source of hearing impairment if one exists, and 
determine remedies and predictions about aural abilities in 
everyday life. However, measurements were not devised to test 
aural abilities in music perception, or monitoring wunds created 
by a musician, or in loudspeaker listening by a sound recordist, 
where that kind of a=cy is required. Indeed in the cases of 
musicians from standard measurements, one might predict 
difficulty to perform efficiently because of hearing losses, even 
though performance efficiency is already demonstrated. 

There is evidence that music may cause less damaging effect 
upon hearing than industrial noise of the same energy spectrwn 
For example, Alf AlIelsson in Sweden surveyed 53 rook and pop 
musicians in 1973, and again in 1993, and found that although 
they had hearing slightly worse than the average populace for age 
in 1973, presumed due to the music, were collectively within the 
average populace in 1993. Why? It may be because their music 
performances are for short periods of a few minutes, even though 
very high level, with freqoout rest periods, that they work a 
shorter week, or what is called the aural reflex, a middle-car 
phenomenon that limits energy through to the cochlea, or inner 
ear. Axelsson found howeve-r, that some players had permanent 
tilUlitus or ringing in tbe ears, and some hyperacusis, that is, 
increased sensitivity to loud sounds. In an article about loud 
music and hearing loss in :Audio Magazme', Dr Mead Killion of 
Chicago, who developed the Musicians Ear Plug, is quoted as 
saying, 'God protects musicians, otherwise they'd all be dean' 
Whether or not musicians are thus favoured, there is science that 
suggests musicians lose less hearing than expected rum to the 
mu.ic. Axel8/lon and Liudgren established that music with the 
same energy as indu.mal noise produce. less temporary hearing 
1",,". Garry Foster, ofWo,bare AlL<Irnlill, said the evidence 
suggests that although mw;ic is a risk to hearing, the risk is much 
less than the equivalent e»posure to industrial noise. In a series of 
studies in the 19808, Dr Norm Carter at Nati<>nal Acoustic 
Laboratory, found that amplified music and recreational noise 
consistently showed little or no effect on hearing acuity of young 
people as a group, and young adults up to 30 years. It was 
concluded that long-term eJ<poSUl"e to occupational noise 
remained the main source of noise-indoced hearing loss 
Although a person's measured hearing app= nonna! for age, 
researchers using comparatively new ote-acoustic emission 
testing claim a different scenario. It is considered that cochlea 
hair cells may already be damaged due to noise exposures, which 
is not apparent from the audiogram. 

It is an intriguing question as to how a musician can perform 
with some-thing less than so-called normal hearing. Audiograms 
of some musicians who perform well and presumably stress free., 
exhibit little sensitivity for the higher harmonic structure of music 
sounds. Porexample, a tenor ilf Tennessec needs a heanng aid for 
everyday life, but takes the aid off for singing. An orchestral pit 
musician in USA with a high tone hearing loss has problems in 
discriminating female speech,withits highel"frequencycoutent 
The secoudoboist io afamollJ!j orehestra cannot discriminate all 

the sound of the violin solo in 'Scherezade', at leru;t from where 
he sits in the orchestra 

Two of these players were older, and it may be their hearing 
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changes were the result of both ageing and exposures to intense 
sounds. Whatever, they were still performing music at a 
profes.iona1 level,presumably stress free 

As an orchestral player, my observation is that much older 
play1m' perform well, even though one could expect them to have 
at least changes in hearing due to age. Indeed, many play= in 
major orchestras in the USA continue well into their s"'-"'1ities. 
The late A.T. Welford, Professor of Psychology at Adelaide 
University, said 'Where spccific tasks were done under 
deficiencies due to age, fatigue or injury, the performer 
compensates to achieve the same objective.' Ifwe can apply this 
to hearing in music performance, how much hearing deficiency 
can be tolerated before other performance elements have been 
stretehed to their limits? We do not know, but is prohably to 
include such as the type ofinstmment and individuality. 

To my knowledge, there is little science that relates hearing to 
the function of music perception in mllsic performance, 
combining the perception of mu.~ic and the pf'lCise production of 
musical sounds. Any investigations should involve binaural 
hearing perception rather than the one-ear-a-time health tests. 
Professor Steven Colburn, Director of the Hearing Research 
Center at Boston Unive.n;ity, has authored papers about binaural 
perception for various lcinds of hearing impairrnents. In Steven 
Colburn's Center, 1 am working on the: effects of simulated 
hearing impainnents iu the performance of some orchestral 
instruments. Preliminary results appeared in a rece.nt issue of 
'Acou..tksAustralia· 

I consider that musicians deserve special attention into the 
effectli of loud music upon their hearing and the po.sibility of 
noise induced hearing loss. Tn pHrticular, to re-examine the 
criteria for the conservation of their hearing, since the present 
industrial criteria were derived from industrial noi~e. Mu.~ic, with 
its often fluctuating levels nnd intermittent nature, is different in 
chamcter. Even '0, sound leveh get quite high in an orcnestra, 
more so in an orchestral pit. Secondly, it may be that special 
rneaSUJ"elllents can he devised that relate music perception to 
hearing in the function of production of musk. Def"mitely not to 
scientifically measure performance quality and competence. In 
this the final arbiters are listeners, ouc's peers, and should remain 
so, considering the nature of m""ic. In my opinion, part of the 
beauty of music peIformance is the unexpected and artistic 
variability. 

Since medical interest in hearing is oriented to health and 
corrununication, and measurements thereto are not directed to 
music, special measurements for application by health 
professionals, in addition to the standard battery of tests, could 
bring science and music closer. But the fmal gap may never be 
bridged, because of the nature of music. Nevcrtheless thc 
application of special measurements directed to music may he thc 
catalyst to admit a partially deaf person to a music school, or help 
resolve industrial matters for m.wcians. It may be inspiration 
from the Glennie determination will result in a positive advance 

Robyn Williams: Evelyn Glennie, tbat incredible 
percussionist, who appears to be completely unrestricted by her 
deafness. That was Donald Woolfurd, who used to lead orchestras 
in Adelaide but now play" in a string quartet in Sydney. He's also 
an acoustics engineer. 


